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Abstract

Stencil Study for RBF-FD in Option Pricing

Robin Eriksson

This thesis contains results on convergence 
studies for different stencils of radial basis 
function generated finite difference (RBF-FD) 
method applied to solving Black-Scholes 
equation for pricing European call options. The 
results experimentally confirm the theoretical 
convergence rates for smooth payoff functions 
with stencils of size 3, 5 and 7 in one-
dimensional problems, and 9, 13 and 25 in two-
dimensional problems. Moreover, it is shown how 
different terms in the equation can be 
approximated individually using the proposed 
method and then combined into a discrete 
approximation of the entire spatial differential 
operator. This new version of the RBF-FD 
method, where each term has been 
approximated individually, has been compared to 
the classical method and the outcome did not 
show any significant performance advantages. 
Nevertheless, the results also showed that the 
second order derivative was the hardest one to 
approximate accurately and this poses an 
important finding for the future development of 
the method. 
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning

Partiella differential ekvationer löses varje dag i v̊art moderna samhälle.
De som berör flest personer i vardagliga livet handlar om vädermod-
elering. Men den differential ekvationen som löses flest g̊anger sägs ofta
vara Blach-Scholes som bestämmer priset för en enkel europeisk option
p̊a finansmarknaden.

En analytisk lösning finns för den enklaste formen av Blach-Scholes
ekvation, men för en att lösa ut vad det arbitrag fria priset är för en
korg-option (tv̊a eller flera aktier, dimensioner) behöver vi använda oss
av en numerisk metod. Vi har använt oss av en metod som kombinerar
tv̊a andra metoder för att f̊a en lösning som har tillräckligt hög precision
samt att lösningstiden inte är för l̊ang. Den metoden kallas radial basis
functions based finite differenses (RBF-FD).

Med RBF-FD använder man sig av stensiler, moln av punker, för att
utföra beräkningar. Olika storlek och form p̊a dessa stensiler p̊averkar
resultatet i form av precision och till vilken grad lösningen blir mer
precis för varje mindre steglängd. Motivationen till att använda RBF-
FD är att kombinationen ger en lösare som är exakt och snabb, n̊agot
som är väldigt attraktivt p̊a dagens finansmarknad där att snabbast är
en viktig del av att göra finaciell vinst.

I lösningen av Blach-Scholes ekvation kan man ocks̊a dela upp
lösningen i flera delar, en derivata av första grads, en av andra grad och
en av nolte grad. Dessa derivator kommer approximeras av metoden
och kommer ges i olika säkerhet. Därför för att förbättra metoden är
det bra att dokumentera var störst fel är.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1 Introduction

The idea of financial options is fairly straight forward. The European Call
option is a contract which gives its holder the right but not the obligation to
buy the underlying asset at maturity time T . The underlying assets can be
anything from foreign currencies to stocks, oranges, timber or milk. Today
options are often used to either hedge exposure to risk or to follow the price
of an asset without having to buy the asset itself [1].

A risk hedge scenario could be a Swedish company that runs its main
business in SEK. Today they order a machine from the US. The payment is
done on delivery, a year after ordering, in $. The company will at the time
of order be exposed to an exchange rate risk. We know the exchange rate
today: K SEK/$ but we do not do it a year from now. To lower this risk,
the company can “hedge” it by buying a Call (buy) option on the current
exchange rate. Doing this gives the company a maximum price for the
machine as they have bought a contract that will give them the right to buy
$X at the exchange rate K a year from now. But should the exchange rate
be lower at that time they could freely use that. Giving the company access
to only the benefits of a volatile exchange rate.

Another scenario for the use of options can be for small traders without a
big liquid account. Say that the Apple stock is traded at $100 and we expect
it to be traded at $110 in a month. In this scenario our funds are limited
and we cannot afford the stock at that price. But to still participate in the
increase of the price we buy a European Call option on the stock which on its
own has a smaller price tag than the actual stock, around a couple of percents
of the stock price. If the stock price then becomes $110 in a month the trader
will have made a profit of $

(
(10 × (number of stocks in the contract)) −

(the cost of the contract)
)
. The trader took advantage of the price changes

of the stock without having to own the potentially expensive asset. If the
price would have been $90 after a month the trader would not have lost $10
but only the price of the option.

Finding the arbitrage free price of the option is not a simple process. The
price of the option depends on the future price of the asset. But how can
we possibly know that? In 1973 Fischer Black and Myron Scholes published
a paper called “The Pricing of Options and Corporate Liabilities”. Under
some assumptions they derived this arbitrage free price for options and used
a partial differential equation (PDE) which is called Black-Scholes equation
(BS). The BS equation has become one of the most used PDE in the world,
solved billions of times a day at the worlds financial centrals, banks, hedge
fonds and etc. Thus finding a better way to solve this equation; be it more
accurate or faster, could give the holder an edge when trading with options.

We are considering the radial basis functions generated finite difference
method (RBF-FD) for option pricing problems. When computing the finite
differences from the radial basis functions generated nodes we choose a
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2 OPTION PRICING

specific stencil size which consists of a set number of nodes. The shape
and size of the computational stencil affects the performance of the method,
and the purpose with this Bachelor thesis work is to study this dependence
for the individual terms in the partial differential equation (PDE) for some
parameter sets.

The results will show us how to construct computational stencils in
high-dimensional problems and how the information is lost when the stencil
assumes different shapes. Error plots for different stencils and parameter
sets will allow us to construct efficient solvers.

2 Option Pricing

2.1 The Black-Scholes equation

Under the Black-Scholes model, as interpreted by Tomas Björk [2], we
consider a financial model consisting only of two assets, a risk free price
process B, and a stock with price process S. The price process B is the price
of a risk free asset (bank account) if it has the dynamics

dB(t) = r(t)B(t)dt (1)

where r is the short interest rate. The stock price process S is given by

dS(t) = S(t)α(t,S(t))dt+ S(t)σ(t,S(t))dW (t) (2)

α is the local mean rate of return of S(t), and σ the volatility of S(t). In
Black-Scholes model r, α and σ are deterministic constants.

If we consider a contingent claim with a simple contract function

g = Φ(S(T )) (3)

at time T the holder of the contract will receive the amount defined by Φ
as a function of the stock price at t = T . We assume that this claim can be
traded on the market, and its price is given by the price process

Π(t; Φ) = Π(t) = u(t,S(t)). (4)

Black and Scholes then proved that the only arbitrage free price for the
contingent claim is given by the pricing function u which solves the following
equation.

∂u(t,s)

∂t
+ rs

∂u(t,s)

∂s
+

1

2
s2σ2∂

2u(t,s)

∂s2
− ru(t,s) = 0,

u(T,s) = Φ(s).

(5)

The equation is called Black-Scholes equation.
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2.1 The Black-Scholes equation 2 OPTION PRICING

Contingent claims are not bound to one dimensional systems. A claim
can cover multiple underlying assets, often called a basket. The equation
then generalizes into the following

∂u(t,s)

∂t
+

d∑
i=1

rsi
∂u(t,s)

∂si
+

1

2

d∑
i,j=1

[σσ∗]ijsisj
∂2u(t,s)

∂si∂sj
− ru(t,s) = 0,

u(T,s) = Φ(s),

(6)

where we get a covariance matrix C = σσ∗ from the correlation and volatilities
of the underlying assets in the contract.

In this thesis we will work on a contingent claim called European call
option, which has the following contract function

g = (S(T )−K)+ =

{
S(T )−K if S(T ) > K,

0 otherwise.
(7)

The contingent claim is also visualized in Figure 1. For future reference it is
of importance to notice that the function is non-smooth meaning that the
function has a discontinuous first derivative. This smoothness property of
the function is important when applying some computational techniques.
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Figure 1: The contract function for the European Call option with strike
price, K = $100.

The analytical expression for the price process showed in Figure 2 is often
denoted by C(S,t) and is shown in (8).
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2.1 The Black-Scholes equation 2 OPTION PRICING
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Figure 2: The solution of (5) for a European Call option on a non dividend
paying stock using K = $100, T = 1 year, r = 0.03 and σ = 0.15.

C(s,t) = N (d1)s−N (d2)Ke−r(T−t),

d1 =
1

σ
√
T − t

[
ln

(
s

K

)
+

(
r +

σ2

2

)
(T − t)

]
,

d2 = d1 − σ
√
T − t.

(8)

N (d1) is a normal distribution with mean d1.
The analytical solution (8) for the theoretical price (4) of the European

Call option (7) is derived using stochastic analysis and solves (5). But will
not solve problems in multiple dimensions. For those cases we will need to
use numerical methods.

(8) can be used to find the fair price for European Call options. You
specify the variables for the underlying asset, e.g. a stock; strike price K ($),
current stock price s($) (both given in the pricing currency), maturity time T
(years), interest rate r (dimensionless) and volatility σ (dimensionless). The
problem though is that this is a theoretical price given a set of simplifying
assumptions for a highly non theoretical instance. The financial markets does
not follow the rules of theory but are run by humans, which make mistakes
and are imperfect. But this being said. (8) is a good platform to start, often
seen as good enough by practitioners.
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2.2 The Greeks 2 OPTION PRICING

2.2 The Greeks

In quantitative finance we often talk about the Greeks of the system. The
Greeks represent the price sensitivity of financial derivatives. For options
there are for example ∆ = ∂u

∂s , Γ = ∂2u
∂s2

, and ν = ∂u
∂σ . ∆ and Γ gives us

information about price sensitivity and ν sensitivity to volatility. These
derivatives can be used in hedging scenarios. One could want to ∆ hedge
their portfolio,∆ = 0, to make it immune to small price changes [2].

∆ and Γ are easily derived from (8) and are expressed as follows

∆ =
∂u

∂s
= N (d1) (9)

Γ =
∂2u

∂s2
=

1

σ
√
T − t

1√
2π
e−

d21
2 (10)

In this paper the analytical expressions for ∆ and Γ will be for approxi-
mating the first and second spatial derivatives in (5) without having to use a
numerical method.

Figure 3 shows the shape of the Γ and ∆ for the European call option.
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Figure 3: ∆ and Γ for the European call option using K = $100, T =
1 year, r = 0.03 and σ = 0.15 with differently scaled y-axises.
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3 RBF-FD

3 RBF-FD

Radial basis functions (RBF) is a so called mesh-free method. It operates
using arbitrarily scattered nodes. One can thereby create higher density
nodes at specific locations, unlike a gridbased method as finite differences or
finite element method, where we would need to do a finer mesh for a larger
than necessary computational area.

The nodes created by the RBF can then be used when computing finite
differences, instead of using the standard grid. We then get the radial basis
functions based finite differences, RBF-FD.

The method is fairly new to computational finance but it has been in
use for a couple of other areas. A major argument for the use of RBF-FD
in the option pricing problem is the mesh-free character of the method. We
want a finer solution close to the strike price, K, and not so much at the
edges. With RBF-FD we can sample a dense set of points around K and let
the grid be less dense at the edges. In this paper we want to measure the
performance of the method with different stencils, thus we do not exploit
this feature of node specific node placements and instead sample our grid
uniformly over the whole computational domain.

Shirobokov et al. [3] thoroughly explains in their paper how RBF-FD can
be used to solve a PDE problem. In a general setting the following set-up is
used.

We can from each nodal point calculate an interpolation

s(j)(x) =

Nj∑
k=1

c
(j)
k φ(||x− x

(j)
k ||) + d, d = const

c
(j)
k =

Nj∑
i=1

b
(j)
ki u

(j)
i

(11)

where b
(j)
kj are the entries of the matrix which is inverse of the coefficients

matrix A(j) arising from the interpolation conditions s(j)
(
x

(j)
k

)
= u

(j)
k , k =

1,2, . . . ,Nj and the additional condition
∑Nj

i=k c
(j)
k = 0 is needed if d 6= 0. c

(j)
k

can also be viewed as the unknown coefficients that are to be solved for and
φ are the actual radial basis functions. Possible functions are eg. Hardy’s
multiquadrics: φ(r) = (r2+C)1/2, inverse quadratic: φ(r) = (1+(εr)2)−1 and
Gaussians: φ(r) = e−(εr)2 . The choice of radial basis function has an impact
on accuracy of the solution, but all are well tuned by ε, giving optimally an
equivalent result.

ε is called shape parameter and is a tunable constant. The choice of this
parameter is not arbitrary but can have big effects on the outcome of the
computations. In this thesis we assume for our problem set that the optimal
ε is given by ε = ζ/h, where h is the step length of the current stencil and ζ
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4 NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

is a specific shape parameter constant for that step length. For 1D and 2D ζ
was picked from a pre-calculated solution by Slobodan Milovanovic.

After the interpolation, discretization at each node of a given PDE can be
proceeded in a standard finite difference manner by changing derivatives using
their approximations. Then assembling the resulting algebraic equations and
using boundary conditions, one obtains a global system for unknown nodal
variables. The system matrix is sparse [3] and the system can be solved using
direct methods.

The implementation of the RBF-FD for solving a PDE can thus be
summarized as

1. Specify a nodes distribution in the considered computational domain;

2. For each node xj consider as a center, specify a stencil with Nj nodes
surrounding xj ;

3. For each stencil, obtain “differencing” coefficients by solving linear

system, for example (cD)
(j)
i in

[Du]j ≈
Nj∑
i=1

(cD)
(j)
i u

(j)
i ,

(cD)
(j)
i =

Nj∑
k=1

b
(j)
ki [Dφ(||x− x

(j)
k ||]j , j = 1,2, . . . ,M,

where D is any linear operatior.

4. Substitute the approximations to derivatives at each node in the PDE
and form the resulting global system by assembling together the nodal
approximations;

5. Solve the global system.

4 Numerical Experiments

4.1 Problem parameters

The project is based upon code written by Slobodan Milovanovic and his
team at Computational finance on ITC Uppsala University. The 1D problem
parameters that will be used are

K = $100, T = 1 year, r = 0.03, σ = 0.15, M = 106

and the 2D problem parameters are

K = $1, T = 1 year, r = 0.03, σ1 = 0.15, σ2 = 0.15, ρ = 0.5, M = 106
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4.2 Stencils 4 NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

where K is the strike price, T the maturity time, r the interest rate, σ the
volatility, ρ the correlation of the two assets and M is the number of time
steps used. r, σ and ρ are dimensionless.

4.2 Stencils

In one dimension we have: 3, 5, and 7 nodes per stencil as seen in Figure 4a.
The expected rate of convergence that we receive from the result should be
of order 2, 4, and 6 for the respective stencil. In two dimensions we have:
9, 13, and 25 nodes per stencil as seen in Figure 4b. The expected rate of
convergence for the stencils in 2D should be of the order 2, 2+ and 4 for the
respective stencil.

7

5

3

(a) Configuration of stencils in 1D
for n = 3, 5, 7.

25

13

9

(b) Configuration of stencils in 2D
for n = 9, 13, 25.

Figure 4: Stencil configurations in one and two dimensions.

4.3 Error convergence for the stencil sizes

For each stencil configuration, both in 1D and 2D, we calculate the infinity
norm of the error. This gives the largest error for the whole solution and a
basis point for comparison in the pricing problem. The values for each inner
stencil width h are stored in a vector. On the logarithm of the storage vector
we compute a first order polynomial fit (y = kx+m). The first coefficient,
k, in the fit will be the convergence rate of interest.

The initial condition (7) for the pricing problem is not smooth, which
is needed for the assumptions made in RBF-FD. This could create problem
for the output of the method and the error convergence for each stencil

10



4.4 Term Based RBF-FD 4 NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

could then be unjust. To handle this we also solve the “half problem”. The
“half problem” is defined as the solution of the problem starting form T/2
instead of T , where we have a smooth curve as our starting state. This we
know because after the initial state we can use the analytical solution (8)
to price the option any time between 0 and T and if the solution is smooth
at T it will also be at T/2. But for multiple dimensions we need to have a
pre-computed reference solution with a much finer step size than the ones
we use for our RBF-FD solution. We used a computed solution from regular
finite differences as our reference solution.

Our solution sets will then be solutions from the “full problem” T → 0
and the “half problem” T/2 → T . We plan to use these in a comparative
mode to see how the convergence rate behaves for both solutions and see the
effect of the sharp versus smooth initial curve.

4.4 Term Based RBF-FD

The Black-Scholes equation (5) can be divided into two parts one with
time-dependent derivatives, and the other with spacial-dependent derivatives

ut + Lu = 0,

u(T ) = g,
(12)

where

L = rs
∂

∂s
+

1

2
s2σ2 ∂

2

∂s2
− r,

and g is the pay-off function, which for the European call option is given in
(7).

When solving the problem with RBF-FD we first solve the spacial problem
by solving

∂u

∂t
= Lu ≈

N∑
i=1

wiui

for the weights wi and then time step to from t to 0.
To do a finer calculation in space, we can assume that wi = αi + βi + γi

where the different weights account for the 3 terms in the operator L. Doing
this would allow us to single out if there is a single parameter that disturbs the
solution, and to use independent shaping parameters, ε, for each independent
term in the equation.

We have an expression for each of the term, recall ∆ and Γ. The last
term is u, which we do not need an extra expression for as the interpolation
matrix (set of spacial equations) is just an identity matrix. We can thus
focus on solving the first and second derivatives and only add the the identity
matrix times the interest rate, r for the zero order derivative.

11



5 RESULTS

5 Results

5.1 One dimensional error convergence

After solving the full one-dimensional problem, T → 0, we achieved the error
plot in Figure 5. The figure contains the infinity norm of the errors between
the computed and analytical solution on a log10 scale for an increasing
inner stencil distance h. The three stencil configurations in one dimension,
n = {3, 5, 7}, are showed in different color. We see the same pattern for
all stencil configurations. All of the errors are decreasing for smaller h and
oscillating. The oscillation comes from the initial condition being non-smooth.
The calculated constants for the linear fit of the errors are given in Table
1, where the linear model follows the notation: y = kx + m. k and m are
almost the same for all n which when observing Figure 5 is expected. It is
hard to distinguish a difference between the stencil configurations.

The same method was then applied to the half problem in one dimension,
T/2 → 0, with the results given in Figure 6 and the linear fit in Table 2
and same notation as for the full problem was used. The error profiles are
different for all n. The larger the stencil the larger the convergence rate.
This is also showed in the linear fit. k and m are different and increasing for
all n.
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Figure 5: Inf-norm of the error computed with the RBF-FD method over
step size h when solving the full problem (t : T → 0) in one dimension.
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Figure 6: Inf-norm of the error computed with the RBF-FD method over
step size h when solving the half problem (t : T/2→ 0) in one dimension.

Table 1: Linear model fitted to the inf-norm of the error for the one dimen-
sional solution for each stencil size n when solving the full problem(t : T → 0).

n k m

3 2.1009 1.2642
5 2.0864 0.97836
7 2.0073 0.8868

Table 2: Linear model fitted to the inf-norm of the error for the one di-
mensional solution for each stencil size n when solving the half problem(t :
T/2→ 0).

n k m

3 1.9581 0.7249
5 3.8696 1.8505
7 6.2655 3.7936
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5.2 Two dimensional error convergence

After solving the full two-dimensional problem, T → 0, we obtained the error
plot in Figure 7. The figure contains the infinity norm of the errors between
the computed and a reference solution obtained by a very fine step sized finite
difference scheme, on a log10 scale for an increasing inner stencil distance
h. The three stencil configurations in two dimensions, n = {9, 13, 25}, are
showed in different color. Like in Figure 5 the error is oscillating but it is not
decreasing in the same way. The error profile looks like a damped wave for
decreasing h and this hold for all n. The calculated constants for the linear
fit of the errors are given in Table 3, where the linear model follows the same
notation as in one dimension, y = kx + m. The constants are almost the
same for all n like in Table 1. But the convergence is not the same as seen
in the figure, k is much smaller for all n.

The same method was then applied on the half problem in two dimensions,
T/2→ 0, with the results given in Figure 8 and the linear fit in Table 4 and
the same notation as for the full problem was used. The oscillation is now
not as present as for the full problem. The errors are decreasing for smaller
n and the damped wave is not present. n = 25 flattens out at h = 0.08
this is because of the time step M being to small. For larger M this would
disappear. The linear constants are almost the same for n = 9 and 13 but
for n = 25 k is larger than the others.

Table 3: Linear model fitted to the inf-norm of the error of the two dimensional
solution for each stencil size n when solving the full problem(t : T → 0).

n k m

9 0.080198 -1.5258
13 0.040331 -1.573
25 0.014059 -1.6039

Table 4: Linear model fitted to the inf-norm of the error of the two dimensional
solution for each stencil size n when solving the half problem(t : T/2→ 0).

n k m

9 2.1856 -1.3605
13 2.0678 -1.6335
25 3.6961 -1.0317
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Figure 7: Inf-norm of the error calculated with the RBF-FD method over
step size h when calculating the full problem (t : T → 0) in two dimensions.
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Figure 8: Inf-norm of the error calculated with the RBF-FD method over step
size h when calculating the half problem (t : T/2→ 0) in two dimensions.
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5.3 Individual term analysis

Γ was computed with two different sets of shape parameter constants,
ζi, i = 1,2,3 (one for each stencil configuration) in one dimension for the one
dimensional stencil sizes: n = {3, 5, 7}. The first set of ζ was selected to give
the optimal Γ for the respective stencil configuration. ζ1 was used for n = 3,
ζ2 for n = 5, and ζ3 for n = 7. The other set was the same one as used in
the regular RBF-FD method in one dimension.

The infinity norm errors for the set with Γ optimal ζ over increasing
inner stencil width h are presented in Figure 9 and the errors for the regular
RBF-FD set of ζ are presented in Figure 11 for the same h. The shape of
the error curves are the same for decreasing h but all n has different error
convergence rates. For both sets the error curves start to diverge at some h.
The error curve for the optimal Γ set start to diverge at a lower h for each
stencil than the other set.

Exactly the same procedure was then carried out for the approximation
of ∆. The error plots from approximating ∆ for optimized ζ’s are presented
Figure 10 and with the regular ζ set in Figure 12. Both sets give the same
error curve shapes. From the starting values and until a specific h the
error decreases. At that specific h the error is then saturated and becomes
non-changing. For the ∆ optimal set these h are smaller than for the other
set, like in the Γ case. In the ∆ optimal set the error for n = 7 starts to
oscillate at a small h. This comes from the solution being sensitive at that
specific ζ for those h.

5.4 Term based RBF-FD

The term based method was computed on the half problem, T/2→ 0, in one
dimension with the two different and optimal parameter ζΓ and ζ∆ for Γ and
∆ respectively in each of the stencil configurations, n = 3, 5, and 7.

The infinity norm of the error for each h is presented in Figure 13.
The errors decrease as h becomes smaller but at h = 10−2 the error for
n = 5 and 7 start to diverge and increase for even smaller h. The same
pattern is present for n = 3 but start at h = 1.5 · 10−3.

For comparative reason the error plot from the regular RBF-FD method
for the same h is given in Figure 14. The errors decrease for smaller h like in
the term based method but they never start to diverge.
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Figure 9: Inf-norm of the error calculated with the RBF-FD method over
step size h when calculating Γ one dimensions with stencil sizes n = 3, 5, 7,
with term based optimal ζ.
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Figure 10: Inf-norm of the error calculated with the RBF-FD method over
step size h when calculating ∆ one dimensions with stencil sizes n = 3, 5, 7,
with term based optimal ζ.
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Figure 11: Inf-norm of the error calculated with the RBF-FD method over
step size h when calculating Γ one dimensions with stencil sizes n = 3, 5, 7,
with 1D optimal ζ.
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Figure 12: Inf-norm of the error calculated with the RBF-FD method over
step size h when calculating ∆ one dimensions with stencil sizes n = 3, 5, 7,
with 1D optimal ζ.
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Figure 13: Inf-norm of the error calculated with the term based RBF-FD
method over step size h when calculating the half problem (t : T/2→ 0) in
one dimensions.
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Figure 14: Inf-norm of the error calculated with the regular RBF-FD method
over step size h when calculating the half problem (t : T/2 → 0) in one
dimensions.
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6 Discussion

6.1 One dimensional error convergence

By inspecting Figure 5, we can see that the method struggles, the error
oscillates which is not expected. You expect the error to always be smaller
for a smaller h. With the oscillating behavior this no longer holds. In
comparison, the result in Figure 6 is more uniform and stable for all n and h.
This is correlated to the fact that the full problem T → 0 starts at T which is
not smooth, see Figure 1. One of the assumptions we do when approximating
using RBF-FD is that the underlying function is sufficiently smooth. This
could be the reason why we are not seeing the same convergence rate in both
figures, compare k in Table 1 and 2, as we see in Figure 6.

We expected the convergence to be k = 2, 4, 6 for n = 3, 5, 7, which is
what we got in the half solution where the theoretical convergence holds.

6.2 Two dimensional error convergence

As in one dimension we see that we get a better error convergence when solving
the half problem, Figure 8. We expected error convergence of k = 2, 2+, 4
for n = 9, 13, 25. Which is what we achieved. The theoretical convergence
holds in 2D as well.

6.3 Term based-RBF-FD

From Figures 9 and 10 we see that it is Γ that holds the largest error. This
is because of the form of Γ. The form is close to being bell shaped, as seen
in Figure 3, which is hard for the method to model, hence the larger error
than the one for ∆.

When comparing Figure 9 with 11 and Figure 10 with 12 we first see the
effect of different ζ. Finding the optimal one is of great importance because
we can increase the accuracy of our approximation by multiple orders. With
this in mind we could then assume, as we did before testing the term based
method, that using a combination of these optimally computed Greeks we
would end up with a more accurate approximation when solving the equation.
But the results presented in Figure 13 compared with 14 show the opposite.
We see that the regular method is more accurate. The term based method is
only at best just as good as the regular method. We also see the effect of
the diverging approximation of Γ after h = 10−2. The term based method
starts to diverge, unlike the regular solution that does stay at its minimum.
The answer to the negative outcome could be that we have already reached
a optimum for the interpolation when using the regular method. We can
thus draw the conclussion that the term based method does not give us a
more accurate solution. The result from the method in one dimension led us
to not proceed in two dimensions.
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6.4 General comments about using RBF-FD

A problem that occurred in all the solution methods during computations
using RBF-FD was choosing the optimal shape parameter ε. Throughout
the computations done in this thesis, the choice has been from trial and
error. First we find one that works with an educated starting guess based
from earlier results. We then proceed by doing multiple runs of the function
with a set of perturbed values of ε until we find the optimal one. We have
also used a linearly adaptive ε which follows h. But one could use constant
for all h, or maybe higher order polynomials. The choice was hardest for
the 2D problem because the accuracy of solution in general is much more
dependent on the shape parameter than in 1D and for bigger stencils the
area of acceptance in which you can pick a “good” shape parameter becomes
very small and even harder to find.

7 Conclusion

By solving the problem from T/2 and not T the initial condition was a
smooth function and we were able to achieve the desired convergence pattern
for the stencils in both 1D and 2D. Thus the stencil form had an impact on
the solution convergence.

By dividing the problem into a term based problem we could see that
Γ and ∆ have different orders of accuracy when modeled on their own. By
approximating them on their own we were able to chose a specific shape
parameter that minimized the error for each term, but the full term based
RBF-FD was not more accurate than the ordinary RBF-FD.
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